


It’s hard to believe that the holiday season is upon us once 
again. Holidays that seemed to never get here when I was a 
kid now fly by at light speed.  I am sure that it has some-
thing to do with global warming and not the fact that I am 
getting older! 
 
In this issue,  we discuss some marketing ideas that you 
can use to help increase your holiday sales. While some of 

these ideas are geared toward the holidays, others can be used year-round. 
Some of the ideas developed from feedback from other RDS’s, some were 
found while scouring the Internet for ideas, and a couple I cam up with my-
self.  The only real limit to your marketing capabilities is yourself. For even 
more great marketing ideas, check out the books Guerilla Marketing and 
Guerilla Selling, by Jay Conrad Levinson. 
 
Our Legal Corner this month touches on some considerations you need to 
make when deciding on how to structure your business. While this article will 
appeal mostly to new RDS’s starting up, existing companies may also find it 
interesting. 
 
At RDS Control Systems, we have many plans for the Power Flash System in 
the coming months. The entire marketing and promotion system inside Power 
Flash is being updated to allow for more features in the reward system, better 
coupon management, and tighter integration between the two. In addition, the 
reward system is being expanded to include both Pharm Reps and the Doctors’ 
offices being delivered to. You will be able to setup the system to award 
points to either the doctor, the Pharm Rep, or both.  In addition, a referral sys-
tem is being implemented that will allow you to reward points to referring 
customers, either at the time of referral, or as an ongoing system.  This new 
system will be explained in more detail next month. 
 
If you have not visited the RDS Control Systems forum board lately, please do 
so! We are now extensively using this board on a daily basis to keep all Power 
Flash users informed of new features, bug fixes, and other issues. The Support 
Forums on the board are available to all paid-support Power Flash Customers. 
For non-Power Flash users, there are also some additional forums that contain 
more information about the Power Flash system.  The forums can be accessed 
by visiting our website at www.rdscontrol.com. 
 
This newsletter was originally designed solely for Power Flash users, but as 
we have been adding some general interest articles aimed at the multiple-
restaurant delivery industry, we have decided to make the newsletter available 
to all RDS’s at no charge. To subscribe, visit our website at 
www.rdscontrol.com, and sign up.  
 
We also welcome contributions from our readers. If you have any ideas you 
would like to share with the industry, please contact us. Even after twenty 
years, our industry is still in its infancy, and the more we work together, the 
stronger we all will become. By best estimates, there are about 400 RDS’s in 
the United States, but there are over 42,000 cities!  We have barely begun to 
tap the potential of our markets! Even in our established markets, the average 
pizza delivery store makes more deliveries than all but the largest RDS’s.    
 
We wish everyone a prosperous holiday season..  Happy Thanksgiving to all! 
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The other type of liability is called tort liability.  Tort liability 
is incurred when your business does a wrong to another, or 
caused harm to another by its negligence.  If a driver were 
have an accident and your company was sued, this would be a 
tort liability, If a customer were to come to your office and 
slip on your floor, this would also be a tort liability. The pro-
tections afforded to you by the Corporate Veil are not as 
strong . When a creditor attempts to hold you personally li-
able for a corporate debt, this is called “piercing the corporate 
veil.”. The ability to pierce the corporate veil varies from state 
to state.   
 
Generally, the corporate veil can be pierced for contractual 
liabilities only in cases of fraud. But the corporate veil can be 
pierced more easily for tort liabilities. Reasons for piercing 
the corporate veil can include fraud, gross negligence, and an 
under capitalization of the corporation itself. This last point is 
one that many are unaware of.  
 
Many states take the position that a corporation should be 
adequately funded to be able to pay its debts. For example, if 
you are running a million-dollar business, and started the 
company with $500 and have taken every penny of profits out 
of the company, that could be considered to be inadequate 
capital if it could be reasonably assumed that the business 
would need more capital than that to cover its expected ex-
penses and liability exposures. There are many factors that are 
taken into consideration when making this determination.  
 
You also should be aware that you generally will not be pro-
tected from liability from the non-payment of taxes by the 
corporation, if it can be proved that you were the officer in 
charge of paying those taxies, or even if you had signature 
authority on the bank account and could have paid the taxes. 
 
Corporations also offer many tax advantages and disadvan-
tages over sole proprietorships and partnerships. Because of 
the complexity of these tax issues, you should discuss this 
with your attorney and accountant before making a final deci-
sion. 
 

Limited Liability Companies (LLC) 
 
A limited-liability company (LLC) is a relatively new legal 
creation. Wyoming was the first state to recognize the current 
LLC back in 1977. Since then, all fifty states have passed 
similar laws allowing LLC’s.    
 
LLC’s generally provide you the same liability protections 
offered by a corporation, but with the formality and legal re-
strictions involved in setting up a corporation. 
 
Scott McMurrain is licensed to practice law in the State of 
Texas. This article is not intended as legal advice, and is only 
offered to alert you to issues that you should discuss with your 
own attorney. 

Legal Corner 
By Scott McMurrain 
 
From a legal and tax standpoint, there are several different 
forms that you can organize your business. These include 
Sole Proprietorship, Partnership, Corporation, and LLC. I will 
briefly discuss each of these, and the  pro’s and con’s of each. 
 
The specific laws concerning these organization forms vary 
from state to state, so you should consult your own attorney 
and tax advisor before making a final decision. 
 

Sole Proprietorships & General Partnerships 
 
This is the simplest and easiest business form to setup. Le-
gally, there is no business entity; all revenue and expenses 
belong to you personally, and are reported on your personal 
incomes taxes using Schedule C. Unfortunately, there are 
several very serious drawbacks to sole proprietorships:  First, 
you are personally liable for all debts of the business. Not 
only will you be personally liable for unpaid bills, you will 
also be personally liable for damages should any of your driv-
ers have an accident.  Second, all income derived from this 
type of business organization is personal, earned income for 
Federal Tax purposes. This means that you will pay self-
employment tax (15%) on every penny of income that your 
business earns.   
 
A general partnership works similar to a Sole Proprietorship, 
except now you have two or more people sharing the income 
and liabilities. In many ways, a general partnership offers 
more disadvantages than a sole proprietorship, In a general 
partnership, each partner is fully liable for all debts of the 
partnership, even if the debt was incurred by the other part-
ner!  (A limited partnership can limit you liabilities, but that is 
much more complex to setup and is outside the scope of this 
article.) 

Corporations 
 
Corporations are legal entities in themselves. Generally, your 
liability is limited to the amount you invest in the company. 
For example, if you invest $1,000, you could lose your $1,000 
if the company failed, but you would not be personally liable 
for the debts that a company incurred, with some exceptions. 
 
The liability protections offered to you by a corporation are 
referred to as the “Corporate Veil.”  The strength of this pro-
tection varies from state to state, and your own attorney can 
advise you on your specific state laws. 
 
There are two types of liabilities that a business can be ex-
posed to. First is contractual liability. This refers to liabilities 
incurred during normal business transactions. For example, if 
you purchase food from the restaurant, and agree to pay for 
that food, this is a contractual liability.  Unless you agreed to 
be personally liable for that payment, the corporation alone is 
required to pay that debt; not you. 

BUSINESS FORMS & LIABILITY 



THE POWER FLASH ORDER SCREEN IN DETAIL

Tabs are used to allow you to quickly view additional 
restaurants or enter special instructions for this order. 
Click on the center Menu tab to return to the current 
menu. 

To change the delivery fee for a restaurant, double-
click on the red “FROM Restaurant” line in the center 
order pad. 

An order can be switched from delivery to takeout and 
back again back clicking on the radio buttons. Just to 
be on the safe side, you are prompted to confirm the 
switch. 

Use the search field to quickly find an item, or just 
scroll through the menu.  When searching, you can 
enter an item number or text; the system will find it!  If 
you enter an item number, and that item number is 
unique, the item will automatically be selected for you. 

The Individual Totals link will give you a breakdown 
of each person’s total on the order. This is useful when 
several people get together and place a single order, but 
want to know how much either of them must pay.  The 
delivery fee is split equally between each person.  

Click on the blue “Sort Order” link to change the order 
in which the items are displayed on the center order 
pad. You can display by order entered or by the person 
whom it is for.   

When creating an order, click “Save as Bid” to save 
this order as a QUOTE only. You can recall it at any 
time, but it will not count as a real order in the system. 

The Order Screen is the heart of the Power Flash system. It has been designed to allow you to quickly and efficiently enter 
orders into the system. The screen makes extensive use of blue hyper
almost everyone knows how to view a web page, new CSR’s can quickly be trained to take orders using the Power Flash 
system 
 
All of the important information about the order is displayed on a single screen, eliminating the need to switch between 
screens on a single order. All secondary information is available at the click of a button or link.
 
All order data is saved to the database at every step of the process. During the order process, you can stop at any time and 
pick up later from that station or any other station on the network. You can even edit orders that are in the process of bein
placed on the Internet.  This means that if an Internet Customer calls with a question, you can pull up the actual order 
that they are in the process of entering, and help them with it!
 
After an order is entered, a journal is kept whenever that order is edited. This journal includes the name of the person who 
edited the order, every action taken, and the date and time of the edit.



THE POWER FLASH ORDER SCREEN IN DETAIL 

Customer and delivery information is displayed right 
on the order screen for quick reference. Clicking on the 
blue links allow you to easily edit this information. 

The Pharm Rep or Portal Information for an order is 
entered here. In Power Flash, the Customer Information 
and Pharm Rep / Portal information is stored sepa-
rately. Click on the blue link to edit this information. 

This section lays out much of the miscellaneous infor-
mation stored with each order. Click on any blue link to 
view more information about that topic, or to edit the 
information. 
 
Hotel / Delivery information is used to store room 
numbers, cell phone numbers, etc., for this specific 
order. 
 
Purchase Order (P.O.) information, if any, can be en-
tered here. This information is not used in Power Flash, 
but is printed on the order invoice for the customer. 
 
Depending on the Order Template you use, Gift orders 
will not have any pricing or payment information 
printed on them, and will display a special “Gift Mes-
sage”.  Click on this blue link to enter that message. 
 
Click on the blue deliver link to change the date or time 
the order is to be delivered or picked up. 
 
Click on any of the blue links in the totals and pay-
ments section to change that information.  Fuel sur-
charges, packing fees, sales tax status, and usage of 
existing credits can quickly be entered right from this 
screen, 
 
The Power Flash system fully supports split payments 
for any order. You can enter any combination of cash, 
checks, credit cards, gift certificates, and corporate 
charge information. There is no limit on the number of 
different checks, credit cards, or gift certificates that 
me be used on any order. 

The Order Screen is the heart of the Power Flash system. It has been designed to allow you to quickly and efficiently enter 
orders into the system. The screen makes extensive use of blue hyper-links, giving it the appearance of a Web Page. Since 
almost everyone knows how to view a web page, new CSR’s can quickly be trained to take orders using the Power Flash 

All of the important information about the order is displayed on a single screen, eliminating the need to switch between 
screens on a single order. All secondary information is available at the click of a button or link. 

All order data is saved to the database at every step of the process. During the order process, you can stop at any time and 
pick up later from that station or any other station on the network. You can even edit orders that are in the process of being 

if an Internet Customer calls with a question, you can pull up the actual order 
that they are in the process of entering, and help them with it! 

After an order is entered, a journal is kept whenever that order is edited. This journal includes the name of the person who 
edited the order, every action taken, and the date and time of the edit. 



Decorate your Website 
 
Add seasonal graphics to your site. Not only will this create a 
festive, holiday mood, it will let your customers know that 
your site is active, up-to-date, and that you are giving it (and 
them) the attention that they deserve. Adding special promo-
tions with your graphics can even more effective. 
 

Gift Baskets  
 
Create Gift Baskets for your best customers. For best results, 
deliver them in person, letting them know how much you 
value their business. These gifts need not be expensive, but, 
for best results, should be unique and something that they will 
enjoy and remember. Many businesses send calendars\, 
mouse pads, and pens, but how many send Fruit baskets, or 
candy, or something similar?  We once received a large Her-
shey's Candy Bar that was shaped in our vendors’ logo. Fif-
teen years later, I still remember that gift, and still use that 
vendor! 
 

Make the most out of your Email Campaign 
 
If you are not already using email to market to your custom-
ers, now is the time to start. Companies such as Constant 
Contact offer rich email marketing tools that will allow you to 
quickly send out professional looking email advertisements to 
your customer list. You can use their tools to track click-
through rates, opt-outs, and more. 
 

Facebook & Twitter, too! 
 
Don’t forget about social networking. Both Facebook and 
Twitter are being extensively used for marketing purposes by 
the retailers large and small. Don’t get left out in the cold. 
 
It is important to properly use these networking sites. Post 
useful content that people will want to read. Holiday specials, 
new products, new restaurants, and such are good 
purposes. Just remember that self-serving messages 
with nothing new tend to annoy your customers. 

HOLIDAY MARKETING IDEAS 

Even in these difficult economic times, the 
holidays are upon us. While many compa-
nies have curtailed excess spending, there is 
still great potential for increasing your sales 
during this holiday season. 
 

Look to your own Customers 
 
This year, be proactive. Go through your customer list and see 
what companies have placed holiday orders in the past. How 
early did they order last year? Have they ordered this year?  
 
If not, give them a call or a visit.  Look to their past orders, 
and offer them options for this year. Perhaps they were not 
planning to order because of budget cutbacks. Have a cheaper 
alternative ready for them. 

 
Make it Easy 

 
Go the extra mile. Have pre-packed office meal plans ready. 
Just ask them for a per-person budget, and let you do the rest. 
 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Advertise Gift Cards 

 
Gift Cards remain a very popular form of giving, especially in 
business environments where personal familiarity with each 
other is not at the same level of that as a family. 
 

Send Greeting Cards 
 
In addition to sending gift baskets to your best customers, 
send greeting cards to the rest of your business customers. 
Greeting cards will keep your name and brand in front of your 
customers throughout the holiday season. 
 

Work with your Restaurants 
 
Visit your best restaurants, and work with them . Many res-
taurants will supply sample products to give to your best cus-
tomers. Delivering a free lunch to the top management (or at 
least the personnel responsible for placing large lunch orders) 
can be very effective in getting your name out.  If the restau-
rant supplies the food, your only costs is the delivery and 
setup. And, during the course of the meals, you have a captive 
audience to pitch your services. Pharm Reps use this very 
method to market their products to doctors.  You can use the 
same techniques to market to your corporate customers. 

Table Tents 
 

Do your restaurants use table tents?  Offer to print some for 
them — use one side to promote delivery, and the other side 
to promote the restaurant. They are inexpensive to print, and 
you have a captive audience. Many restaurant will put them 
out if you offer them to the restaurant at no charge. 

 
Free Gifts 

 
Don’t forget to market to your current customers every day.  
Every time your driver delivers an order, make sure that hand 
out some type of marketing material designed to get your cus-
tomer to order again, and soon. 
 
 
 
These were just a few suggestions that hopefully will give 
you a few new ideas on how to improve your holiday sales 
this year. Of course, many of these marketing techniques can 
be used throughout the year, not just during the holiday sea-
son. 



DELIVERY FEES 

 
 Power Flash Newsletter 

RDS Control Systems 
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Rowlett TX 75030 

The Power Flash system gives you great flexibility in setting up your delivery fee schedules. Delivery fees can vary by customer 
type and time of day, as well as by customer’s location.  You start by setting up one or more Delivery Fee Schedules. Each sched-
ule lays out a set of parameters for charging a delivery fee. These include a base delivery fee for standard customers, a delivery fee 
for premium customers, and a minimum order amount.  You also setup the parameters for automatically applying tips to orders. 
 
Once you have defined your delivery fees, you assign them by going to Restaurant Setup and clicking on the Delivery Info tab. 
From there, you can assign a specific delivery fee to be used whenever a customer orders from that restaurant. You can specify 
different delivery fees for each zone that that restaurant delivers to! You can also assign delivery fees directly to specified custom-
ers as well. This allows you to define special terms for those VIP customers! 

Delivery Fee / % Fee. This allows you to spec-
ify a flat fee ($5.95) or a percentage fee (5%), of 
both., that will be added to the order/ 
 
Free Delivery for orders over.  If you enter an 
amount here, any order with a food total over 
this amount will have the delivery fee waived. 
 
Minimum Tip. If you wish the system to auto-
matically apply a tip, enter that amount here. If 
you enter .50 or less, then the system will add 
that percentage tip to the order. If you enter an 
amount over $.50, then the system will add that 
amount as a tip. 
 
Maximum Tip. If you enter an amount here, 
this is the most that the system will add for a tip, 
regardless of the amount of the order. This is 
useful when you have very large corporate or-
ders. 
 
Tip Threshold. The automatic tip specified 
above will only be added to orders with a food 
total of this amount of more. If you leave this 
field blank, all orders will have the tip applied. 
 
Minimum Order Amount. This is the mini-
mum food amount that a customer must order. 

Each delivery fee is assigned to one of six levels. When customers order on-
line, the list of restaurants is broken down by level. Each level can have a title 
and a description. This is useful for separating the close restaurants from the 
distant ones! 


